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Introduction

The problem of access to affordable and effective medicines is currently considered to be of critical importance around the world. This issue affects both developing and developed countries, which have been increasingly suffering from high drug prices. It puts significant pressure on national healthcare budgets and forces governments to reconsider their policies in this field. While in the past, countries were free to develop their national IP-related policies to combat high prices and facilitate access to medicines in accordance with their local needs, with the TRIPS Agreement coming into force, they must now operate within the limitations set by this international instrument. In particular, prior to TRIPS, many countries denied patent protection on medicines, or provided only limited protection to the process of their manufacture. However, TRIPS, which came into force in 1995, established new international rules on patentable subject matter and provided that: “…patents shall be available for any inventions, whether products or processes, in all fields of technology…” The consequence of this provision is that it obliges all Member States of the WTO to provide patent protection to all inventions, including pharmaceuticals. In other words, patent protection must now be available for medicines.

These changes have been particularly detrimental for developing countries that cannot afford the cost of expensive patent-protected medicines. The problem is further exacerbated by the imposition of additional restrictions in the field of pharmaceuticals on developing countries as a result of bilateral trade pressures and trade agreements, many of which include the so-called ‘TRIPS-plus’ provisions. These provisions prevent developing countries from using TRIPS flexibilities and often exceed the obligations under the TRIPS Agreement. In addition to the high level of protection for medicines established by these international and bilateral instruments, pharmaceutical companies utilise various business strategies that allow them to further strengthen the protection of their products. Among such practices is strategic patenting, or evergreening, which refers to a specific strategy under which ‘patent owners take undue advantage of the law and associated regulatory processes to extend their IP monopoly particularly over highly lucrative “blockbuster” drugs by filing disguised/artful patents on an already patent protected invention shortly before expiry of the “parent” patent’. Such strategies allow originators to secure the most efficient, broadest and longest possible patent protection for their successful products. As the European Commission noted in its Pharmaceutical Sector Inquiry Report, these patent strategies have the capacity ‘to extend the breadth and duration of [the originators’] patent protection’ and ‘to delay or block the market entry of generic medicine’.

In these complex and highly restrictive conditions, developing countries are in a difficult position: on the one hand, they are required to meet their obligations under international and bilateral agreements, while, on the other hand, they are desperate to provide their citizens with essential, often life-saving medicines. The latter forces developing countries to search for effective mechanisms
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that will facilitate access to affordable medicines, while at the same time allowing them to stay compliant with their obligations. To achieve this, some developing countries have implemented certain measures that are aimed at reducing the negative effect of strategic patenting.\textsuperscript{12} While some of these mechanisms may be considered as the effective utilisation of the TRIPS Agreement’s flexibilities,\textsuperscript{33} some studies suggest that, in reality, these measures may have limited impact.\textsuperscript{14} In addition, various suggestions on how to facilitate access to medicines have been put forward. These include, inter alia, such measures as excluding some pharmaceutical follow-on inventions from patent protection,\textsuperscript{15} utilising competition law against the strategic use of the patent system,\textsuperscript{16} and price regulation.\textsuperscript{17}

This policy brief offers an additional tool for dealing with strategic patenting that has the potential of reducing its negative effect. It suggests strengthening the inventive step requirement for pharmaceutical follow-on inventions by applying the ‘obvious to try with a reasonable expectation of success’ test. It is believed that a rigorous application of this test could provide an effective mechanism of opposing strategic patenting, which, in turn, would facilitate access to medicines. The brief will be structured in the following manner. It will first discuss various types of pharmaceutical patents and follow-on inventions, as well as explaining the current approach to the patentability of this type of invention. It will further discuss the ‘obvious to try with a reasonable expectation of success’ test and will provide examples of how it is applied to pharmaceutical follow-on inventions by the courts in the UK and US. The brief will conclude with some suggestions.

1. Types of pharmaceutical patents and follow-on inventions

Before discussing the inventive step test, it is first important to understand how strategic patenting operates and what effect it may have on access to medicines. New active substances are often patented at an early stage of research and development. Such substance patents are typically called ‘basic’ or ‘primary’ patents and provide the strongest protection for pharmaceutical products.\textsuperscript{18} After discovering an active compound, the research into this compound often continues as companies search for improvements, new uses, new forms and combinations of already existing drugs. This is due to a unique feature of pharmaceuticals, as an active ingredient may exist in different physical forms and formulations, may have different uses and may be manufactured by different processes. For example, some compounds may exist in different polymorphic forms, such as crystalline and amorphous forms as well as solvate and hydrate forms,\textsuperscript{19} which is an inherent property of these compounds.\textsuperscript{20} An active ingredient of a drug may also exist in a neutral form (free base), or its derivative in the form of a specific salt.\textsuperscript{21} In addition, many pharmaceutical active compounds exist as a racemate, and can be separated into two enantiomers that may have different therapeutic effects.\textsuperscript{22} Also, an active ingredient may be produced in various formulations and administered, for example, as tablets or capsules; it may also have different release methods such as, for example, immediate or extended, etc.\textsuperscript{23} Moreover, some drugs may exist in an inactive form, so-called prodrugs, and, when taken by the patient, they break down in the body forming metabolites, one of which transforms into an active ingredient with therapeutic effect.\textsuperscript{24} Finally, pharmaceutical companies typically continue to research existing drugs for potential new medical uses for the treatment of a different disease or condition.\textsuperscript{25}

Once these new forms, formulations, uses and processes of a known active ingredient are discovered, a pharmaceutical company would usually seek patent protection on these modifications.\textsuperscript{26} As such modifications would typically be discovered at a later stage of research into active compounds, patents that protect them are often called ‘follow-on’ or ‘secondary’ patents.\textsuperscript{27} The typical lifecycle strategy is to file for patents on these follow-on inventions several years after the basic product patent was obtained.\textsuperscript{28} Such a strategy has the capacity to significantly extend the market exclusivity of a pharmaceutical product beyond the term of protection provided by the basic patent.\textsuperscript{29}

2. Patentability of pharmaceutical inventions: inventive step analysis

Most international instruments, including the TRIPS Agreement\textsuperscript{30} and national laws,\textsuperscript{31} require that, for an invention to be patented, it must meet specific patentability requirements. This typically means that the invention must be new, non-obvious and industrially applicable, and that it must not fall within the list of excluded subject matter. One of the most important patentability requirements is ‘inventive step’, also called ‘obviousness’, as its fundamental function is to ensure that patents are granted to only genuine inventions.\textsuperscript{32} The main question at this stage is whether the invention would have been obvious to the person skilled in the art at the time of the invention.\textsuperscript{33} While being one of the most important stages of the patentability analysis, the assessment of the inventive step is also one of the most difficult and problematic exercises, because it is typically based on the specific facts of each case and involves, to some extent, a subjective judgement of what is or is not obvious.\textsuperscript{34} The application of the obviousness requirement may result in either granting a secondary patent on, for example, a new salt of a known active compound, or finding that this follow-on invention is obvious, and thus rejecting patent protection. Therefore, rigorous application of the obviousness requirement may help to avoid granting protection to insignificant and trivial modifications, which, while providing no benefit to society, may stifle generic competition and block further innovation.\textsuperscript{35}

2.1. Current approach to the ‘inventive step’ analysis of pharmaceutical follow-on inventions

The pharmaceutical industry is generally perceived as
unpredictable. Thus, when searching, for example, for a polymorphic form or a salt of a drug, it is difficult to predict in advance which form or salt will be the most pharmaceutically suitable. These considerations often underpin the obviousness analysis of follow-on pharmaceutical inventions. The patent offices and the courts, including in the UK and US, allow patents on follow-on inventions, emphasising the importance of unpredictability. The prevailing view is that, as it is impossible to foresee whether a specific solid form, salt, enantiomer, etc., will possess a desired quality, such follow-on inventions are the result of trial and error or serendipity and are therefore inventive. For example, in Eli Lilly v Generix Drug Sales, the court noted that, until science has advanced to a level where it is possible to predict with some minimal reliability the property and therapeutic value of an enantiomer, it will be considered inventive. Such an approach seems to imply an almost automatic conclusion of non-obviousness. This sets the obviousness requirement extremely low, potentially rendering the majority of follow-on pharmaceutical inventions patentable, because, in most cases, it would be impossible to predict in advance what qualities a researched compound will have. Therefore, on the basis of the above arguments, patents on incremental changes—such as, for example, new salts, polymorphs and enantiomers—are regularly granted by the patent offices, as it is difficult to predict the characteristics of the invention in advance.

Nevertheless, some courts have developed a more rigorous obviousness test that raises the patentability standards for pharmaceutical follow-on inventions by applying the ‘obvious to try’ method of addressing success.

2.2. Defining the ‘obvious to try with a reasonable expectation’ test

One of the main stages of pharmaceutical research includes experimenting in order to determine whether a selected compound has desired therapeutic properties. Some compounds may have such properties, which may subsequently be useful in treating certain diseases. However, it is only through experiments and testing that one can establish whether they are effective and safe, or whether they turn out to have major side effects. It may sometimes be difficult, or even impossible, to predict with precision which of the selected compounds would have such desired effects. In such cases, some courts apply a two-prong analysis: (a) was it obvious to try for the person skilled in the art, and (b) was there a reasonable expectation of success?

Thus, the first prong of the test, the ‘obvious to try’ element, deals with situations where it is obvious to try a particular route or method. As the Federal Circuit noted, ‘[a]n “obvious-to-try” situation exists when a general disclosure may pique the scientist’s curiosity, such that further investigation might be done as a result of the disclosure, but the disclosure itself does not contain a sufficient teaching of how to obtain the desired result, or that the claimed result would be obtained if certain directions were pursued.’ The following example given by the court in In re Merck may be useful to understanding this argument:

Consider, for example, the Petersen reference which ... demonstrate[s] the possibility that a nitrogen atom may be replaced by a double-bonded carbon atom. This journal article records an attempt to find drugs useful for the treatment of endogenous psychoses, i.e., tranquilizers. The researchers tested eighteen chemicals with closely related structures. These materials were injected into mice, and compared for their ability to make the mice fall asleep. The results of these tests may be tantalizing and useful, but only as a guide for further research. I agree that, based on this information and the other references cited by the board, the researcher with ordinary skill in the art would be motivated to investigate the possibility of substituting a double-bonded carbon atom for nitrogen. The researcher would also be motivated to test every other structural variation in Petersen, as well as a host of others.

This part of the test, therefore, means that, if a route or method was obvious to try, the skilled person will be motivated to try it. However, that does not mean that he will succeed. Therefore, the ‘obvious to try’ part is frequently applied in combination with a ‘reasonable expectation of success’ analysis. This means that, if the person skilled in the art, while taking an ‘obvious to try’ route or method, also expects that it will work, then the outcome will be obvious. This, however, does not equate to a certainty and means that the person skilled in the art before commencing a piece of research will be able to predict the likelihood of a successful outcome on the basis of existing knowledge at that time. For example, when revoking a patent for lack of inventive step, the Hague Regional Court of Appeal explained in Accord v AstraZeneca that ‘an invention was obvious … if there was a reasonable expectation of success, i.e., the skilled person could reasonably predict that a research project would be successfully completed within an acceptable timeframe. A mere “hope to succeed” was insufficient.’ On the other hand, as LJ Floyd held in Gedeon Richter v Bayer Schering, if in order ‘to arrive at the invention, the skilled person has to embark on an experiment or series of experiments where there was no fair expectation of success, the conclusion will generally be that the invention was not obvious’. Therefore, the obviousness may be found when it can be shown that the skilled person would have followed the teaching of the prior art with a reasonable expectation of success.

2.3. Applying the ‘obvious to try with a reasonable expectation of success’ test: the UK and the US experience

While, in general, the ‘unpredictability’ feature of phar-
maceuticals prevails in the obviousness analysis, some courts in the UK and US have assessed pharmaceutical follow-on inventions using a more rigorous obviousness approach by applying the ‘obvious to try with a reasonable expectation of success’ test to this type of invention. The application of this test has led to findings of obviousness of follow-ons in these cases, because the skilled person was motivated to pursue the chosen route, and hence it was ‘obvious to try’, and in light of the prior art, it was reasonable to expect that this route would work. This section will discuss some examples from case law of how the UK and US courts applied this test to pharmaceutical follow-on inventions.

2.3.1. US

In the US, the Federal Circuit in Pfizer v Apotex considered whether a patent for the besylate salt of amlodipine was inventive. The district court found the patent to be non-obvious based on the unpredictable nature of salts. It stated that ‘there would be no expectation of success in making a besylate salt of amlodipine because, as [the prior art] teaches and expert testimony on both sides accepted “there is no reliable way of predicting the influence of a particular salt species on the behaviour of a parent compound”’. However, the Federal Circuit rejected this approach and reversed the decision, finding the patent obvious. While the court acknowledged that, ‘in 1986, it was generally unpredictable as to whether a particular salt would form and what its exact properties would be’, it stated, however, that ‘obviousness cannot be avoided simply by a showing of some degree of unpredictability in the art so long as there was a reasonable probability of success’. The court further noted that ‘this is not the case where there are “numerous parameters” to try’, but ‘[r]ather, the only parameter to be varied is the anion with which to make the amlodipine acid addition salt’. Thus, the Federal Circuit, in this case, found the salt patent invalid because while it was impossible to predict whether a particular salt would have a desired pharmaceutical effect, when searching for such a salt there was a reasonable expectation of success.

This line of argument was followed in a number of subsequent decisions. For example, in Allergan, Inc. v Sandoz, Inc., the Federal Circuit found the drug Combigan for the treatment of glaucoma obvious and rejected a district court’s non-obviousness conclusions on the basis of unpredictability. The patent in suit protected a combination of the well-known alpha2-agonist brimonidine and the well-known beta-blocker timolol, both of which are also used to treat glaucoma. The combination also contained the preservative benzalkonium chloride (BAK), which is also widely used in ophthalmic formulations. While the Federal Circuit acknowledged that ‘formulation science carries with it a degree of unpredictability, nevertheless “obviousness cannot be avoided simply by a showing of some degree of unpredictability in the art so long as there was a reasonable probability of success”’. Therefore, the court found that, in light of the prior art, ‘one of ordinary skill would have a reasonable expectation of success in formulating a fixed combination product containing brimonidine, timolol, and BAK’. As in Pfizer v Apotex, dismissed earlier, the court disregarded the ‘unpredictability’ argument and considered that the patent was obvious, because it was obvious to try and it was reasonable to expect that the combination of known compounds would work.

2.3.2. UK

A similar logic was relied upon by the UK courts in several recent cases related to follow-on inventions. For example, in Hospira v Genentech, the dispute related to formulation patents on the breast cancer drug trastuzumab (Herceptin). In this case, the patentee argued that ‘[t]he task of formulating proteins was a difficult and unpredictable one and often encountered dead ends’ and that ‘[i]n the absence of anything in the prior art or the common general knowledge to lead the skilled person to expect that the claimed combination would have a beneficial property, the necessary fair expectation of success was not present’. However, the Court of Appeal disagreed and confirmed the findings of the first instance court, which was that the patents were obvious. The court stated that the claimed formulations would be ‘obvious to try’ to any skilled person who is motivated to produce a stable dry formulation, and therefore ‘there was no invention in embarking on a screening process’ to select the most suitable one. Moreover, the court stated that ‘in an empirical field it will be seldom possible to predict in advance that any individual experiment will work’. Therefore, the court stated that it would be ‘wholly unrealistic’ to require that the skilled team must be able to predict in advance the successful combinations. This ‘would lead to the grant of patents for a whole variety of combinations which in fact involved no inventive effort’. Thus, in this case, the court considered that the skilled person would be motivated to search for an improved formulation, which was indication that these formulations were ‘obvious to try’ and there was a reasonable expectation of success.

A similar line of argument was followed in the recent Actavis v ICOS case, which concerned a dosage patent. The patent claimed a product which comprises 1 to 5 mg of tadalfil and which is suitable for oral administration up to a maximum total dose of 5mg per day. The prior art did not specifically disclose a 5mg daily dose of tadafil or that such a dose is an effective treatment for sexual dysfunction. However, the Court of first instance held that the invention was non-obvious because, inter alia, it was impossible to predict whether the specific dose would work. However, the Court of Appeal disagreed. It stated that ‘[t]he fact that the skilled team could not make any prediction at the outset that a dose of 5mg of tadafil per day would be safe and efficacious is of little weight’, because the purpose of the routine clinical trials is to ‘understand the dose response relationship of the drug and so identify the appropriate dose range…’ The court found that ‘the
claimed invention lies at the end of the familiar path through the routine pre-clinical and clinical trials’ process. The skilled but non-inventive team would embark on that process with a reasonable expectation of success and in the course of it they … would have arrived at the claimed invention.’71 Thus, the court considered that searching for a suitable dose of a known compound is a routine procedure and that, when embarking on such a procedure, there is a reasonable expectation of success.

It is also interesting to mention some observations made by the UK Supreme Court in the recent Actavis v Eli Lilly case, which also seems to support this approach.72 While the dispute was focused on whether the competing product that uses different salts than the patented product falls within the patent claims,73 the court also made several important observations in relation to the ‘unpredictability’ of salts. When discussing the common general knowledge, the court noted that, ‘a chemist “would not be able to predict the effect of [a] substitution [for the sodium counter-ion] without testing at least the solubility of the [active ingredient in the Actavis products]”, it followed that “predicting in advance whether any particular counter-ion would work was not possible”.74 Nevertheless, the court stated that ‘salt screening is a routine exercise in determining suitability … “the chemist would be reasonably confident that he would come up with a substitute for the sodium counter-ion”’.75 This statement supports the view that, in the area of pharmaceutical follow-on inventions, a successful outcome in finding of a suitable salt can be reasonably expected.

2.4. Take-aways of the discussed case law

The above case law demonstrates that, when assessing pharmaceutical follow-on inventions, the patent can be found obvious if it can be shown that it was ‘obvious to try’ a specific route and there was a reasonable expectation of success that this would lead to a positive result. Moreover, as can be seen from the discussion of the case law, the requirements for both parts of the test have been set at a low level. Thus, the general motivation of a skilled person to pursue a certain route or method based on prior art – which may be prompted by, for example, a general desire to improve the drug – was considered sufficient to find ‘obvious to try’.76 In addition, the absolute and specific prediction of success was also not required. For example, the court in In re O’Farrell stated that ‘[o]bviousness does not require absolute predictability of success. Indeed, for many inventions that seem quite obvious, there is no absolute predictability of success until the invention is reduced to practice.’77

While this approach provides a strict patentability standard for pharmaceutical follow-on inventions, the support for utilising such an approach can be drawn from the notion that, in the mature field of pharmaceuticals, follow-on inventions typically build upon and modify an existing successful drug, applying techniques well-known to the person skilled in the art.78 Thus, research into incremental improvements, such as finding a suitable salt, dosage, enantiomer, etc., is, in general, a routine procedure in the pharmaceutical field, typically initiated because it is ‘obvious to try’ and pursued with ‘a reasonable expectation of success’. Therefore, a rigorous application of the ‘obvious to try with a reasonable expectation of success’ test by the patent offices and the courts in many cases may lead to finding such follow-on inventions obvious.

3. The ‘obvious to try with a reasonable expectation of success’ test may assist developing countries in facilitating access to medicines

As was discussed at the beginning of this policy brief, the current patentability standards for pharmaceutical inventions, as well as strategic patenting used by pharmaceutical companies, have substantially impacted access to affordable medicines. This has been especially detrimental for developing countries, which are under significant pressure to remain compliant with their international and bilateral obligations, while at the same time have been struggling to provide their people with essential drugs. In order to improve access to medicines developing countries may choose from a range of various mechanisms that may help to facilitate such access, while also allowing them to remain compliant with their international and bilateral obligations. One of such mechanisms is to apply a strict patentability standard for pharmaceutical follow-on inventions. This can be done by relying on the ‘obvious to try with a reasonable expectation of success’ test to this type of invention. On the basis of the above discussion, this brief suggests that the application of this test may be an effective tool in addressing the negative effect of strategic patenting. In particular, it may help to reduce the number of secondary patents related to minor modifications of existing drugs, such as, for example, salts, polymorphs, enantiomers and various formulations.79 This, in turn, may help to prevent the extension of patent protection and market exclusivity of existing drugs by pharmaceutical companies, and thus may open such medicines up to generic competition.

Importantly, such an approach will be in line with the TRIPS Agreement. While the TRIPS Agreement made the provision of patent protection for drugs mandatory, it did, nevertheless, allow its Member States to define the degree of such protection by setting the level of the patentability standards for this type of invention in their national patent laws.80 In addition, when setting such patentability requirements, the TRIPS Agreement specifically allows the Member States to take into account not only the interests of patent holders, but also other various public interests and objectives.81 In particular, Article 8 states that ‘[m]embers may, in formulating or amending their laws …, adopt measures necessary to protect public health…’. Utilising the ‘obvious to try with a reasonable expectation of success’ test will be in line with the cited provisions. Specifically, providing patent protection for
drugs is in accordance with Article 27 of TRIPS, while adopting a higher patentability standard for pharmaceutical follow-on inventions is compliant with the provisions of Article 8. Therefore, such an approach to pharmaceutical follow-on inventions may help developing countries to facilitate access to medicine, while also allowing them to remain compliant with their obligations under the TRIPS Agreement and other bilateral obligations that require providing patent protection for pharmaceutical inventions.

**Conclusion**

The obligation to introduce patent protection on medicines as mandated by the TRIPS Agreement, its further strengthening by bilateral trade agreements, and the strategic use of the patent system by pharmaceutical companies have, together, significantly impaired the ability of developing countries to provide their citizens with affordable life-saving medicines. While they are bound by their obligations to operate within these strict limitations, some mechanisms may help developing countries to improve access to affordable medicines. In particular, this brief suggests that a strict patentability requirement may become a useful tool in addressing strategic patenting that is aimed at extending market exclusivity of an existing drug beyond its basic patent. As was explained, secondary patents protect minor and insignificant modifications and have the capacity to extend the life of a product considerably. It is, therefore, suggested that the application of the ‘obvious to try with a reasonable expectation of success’ test to this type of pharmaceutical follow-on invention may reduce the number of secondary patents and provide access to affordable medicines by facilitating generic competition.
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